Genomic progress in pediatric arthritis: recent work and future goals.
Pediatric arthritis is a heterogeneous group of chronic arthropathies that are influenced by complex genetic and perhaps environmental factors. Interacting genetic traits may one day be identified that provide the basis for predicting disease risk and other characteristics such as course, age of onset, and disease severity. The purpose of this review is to describe the recent progress towards identifying the multiple genes related to pediatric arthritis and understand how they relate to each other and to disease pathology. Candidate gene studies are by far the most widely reported type of genetic studies to date for juvenile arthritis with only one genome-wide screen for juvenile rheumatoid/idiopathic arthritis published. Particular attention is paid to studies of candidate genes with potential immunological roles and those associated with other forms of autoimmunity. Genomic studies may perhaps one day provide information to allow future classification systems of childhood arthritis to include molecular biomarkers as a complement to clinical observations, as well as understand how these genes or proteins relate to each other and to disease pathogenesis.